POLY STUDIO BUNDLES FOR ZOOM ROOMS

Poly Studio Bundles for Zoom Rooms combine the simplicity of Zoom with cutting-edge Poly AI video & audio innovations to provide the highest-quality meeting experience available. Smart camera technology picks the best framing option, while NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technology filter out distracting sounds to let you focus on your meeting. This easy-to-set-up bundle includes a Poly TC10 touchscreen controller and an HP Mini Conferencing PC to provide secure and powerful computing that can drive the most demanding peripherals and integrations. And with Poly+ service protecting every component, your team only has to worry about preparing for their best meetings ever.

- Small, medium, and large room options.
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies.
- HP Mini Conferencing PC with Intel® 12th gen i7 processor.
- Poly TC10 pairs over network for easy installation and operation.
- Poly+ for comprehensive device support.

**SUPERCHARGE YOUR ZOOM ROOMS EXPERIENCE**

**BENEFITS**

- Poly DirectorAI technology ensures everyone is seen clearly with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- Prevents distracting noises and side conversations from interrupting your meetings with Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies.
- Delivers a rich, collaborative experiences, including multiple cameras, integration with audiovisual infrastructure, and up to three displays.
- Connect a TC10 touch control or multiple TC10s over the network to drive meeting controls from anywhere in the room.
- Poly has your back, with Poly+ Service for global 24x7 priority technical support, advance hardware replacement, and ecosystem cloud partner support.
# Poly Studio Room Bundle Specifications

## Room Size
- **Small rooms**, up to 5 people  
- **Medium rooms**, 6-10 people  
- **Large rooms**, over 10 people

## Touch Controller
- Poly TC10 (Black) IP touch controller (1280 x 800)  
- Poly TC10 (Black) IP touch controller (1280 x 800)  
- Poly TC10 (Black) IP touch controller (1280 x 800)

## Conferencing Camera
- Poly Studio R30  
- Poly Studio  
- Poly Studio E70

### Camera Specifications
- 120° FOV  
- UHD 2160p (4K) capture resolution  
- 5x Zoom/EPTZ  
- Poly DirectorAI camera framing (speaker/group/people) and tracking (presenter)¹

### Camera Specifications
- Poly Studio  
- Poly Studio E70

### Camera Specifications
- Poly Studio E70
- 2 lenses: 120° FOV and 70° FOV  
- UHD 2160p (4K) capture resolution  
- 7.3x zoom/EPTZ  
- Poly DirectorAI camera framing (speaker/group/people)³

## Speaker
- Poly Studio R30 integrated mono speaker  
- Poly Studio integrated stereo speakers  
- Not included. Add a certified USB audio or DSP

## Microphone
- Poly Studio R30 3-element beamforming microphone array  
- 15 ft/4.5m pickup range  
- Output= 84 dBSPL @ 1m  
- Poly NoiseBlockAI technology  
- Poly Acoustic Fence technology  
- Poly Studio 6-element beamforming microphone array  
- 15-ft/4.5m pickup range  
- Output=90 dB @ 0.5m  
- Optional expansion mic available  
- Poly NoiseBlockAI technology  
- Poly Acoustic Fence technology  
- Not included. Add a certified USB audio or DSP

## PC Specifications
- HP Mini Conferencing PC with Zoom Rooms  
- See the separate conference PC specifications on next page.  
- HP Mini Conferencing PC with Zoom Rooms  
- See the separate conference PC specifications on next page.  
- HP Mini Conferencing PC with Zoom Rooms  
- See the separate conference PC specifications on next page.

## What's Included
- Poly Studio R30  
- Poly TC10 (black)  
- HP Mini Conferencing PC with Zoom Rooms  
- Poly Studio  
- Poly TC10 (black)  
- HP Mini Conferencing PC with Zoom Rooms  
- Poly Studio E70  
- Poly Studio E70 Power supply  
- Poly TC10 (black)  
- HP Mini Conferencing PC with Zoom Rooms

## Warranty
- 1-year warranty, parts and labor  
- Poly+ Service available for premium support features  
- 1-year warranty, parts and labor  
- Poly+ Service available for premium support features  
- 1-year warranty, parts and labor  
- Poly+ Service available for premium support features
HP MINI CONFERENCING PC WITH ZOOM ROOMS

- Get a highly secure and manageable PC that has the self-healing protection of HP Sure Start Gen7 and easy device management through Microsoft Endpoint Manager with HP Manageability Integration Kit.
- Get powerful performance from Windows IoT and the latest Intel® processor.
- Firmware attacks can completely devastate your PC. Stay protected with HP’s self-healing BIOS—HP Sure Start Gen7 automatically recovers the BIOS from malware, rootkits, or corruption.
- Deploy the HP Manageability Integration Kit to help speed up image creation and the management of hardware, BIOS, and security when managing devices through Microsoft Endpoint Manager.
- Rest easy with a PC that goes the distance and is designed to pass 120,000 hours of HP Total Test Process and undergoes MIL-STD 810 testing. Help protect your PC from dust ingress with an optional removable dust filter.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>HP Mini Conferencing PC with Zoom Rooms²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPERATING SYSTEM</td>
<td>Windows 10 IoT Enterprise 64³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESSOR⁴⁻⁵⁻⁶</td>
<td>Intel® Core™ i7-12700T with Intel® UHD Graphics (1.4 GHz base frequency, up to 4.7 GHz with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology, 25 MB L3 cache, 12 cores, 20 threads), supports Intel® vPro® Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIPSET⁴</td>
<td>Intel® Q670 (vPro®)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNAL STORAGE</td>
<td>256 GB PCIe® NVMe™ TLC M.2 SSD⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAILABLE GRAPHICS</td>
<td>Integrated: Intel® UHD Graphics 730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDIO</td>
<td>Realtek ALC3252 codec, universal audio jack with CTIA and OMTP headset support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPANSION SLOTS</td>
<td>M.2 2230; 2 M.2 2280 (1 M.2 2230 slot for WLAN and 2 M.2 2280 slots for storage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTS AND CONNECTORS</td>
<td>Front: ¹ • 1 headset connector; 1 SuperSpeed USB Type-A 10Gbps signaling rate; 1 SuperSpeed USB Type-A 10Gbps signaling rate (charging); 1 SuperSpeed USB Type-C® 20Gbps signaling rate Rear: ¹ • 1 power connector; 1 RJ-45; 3 SuperSpeed USB Type-A 10Gbps signaling rate; 2 DisplayPort™ 1.4; 1 HDMI 2.0b Optional Ports: ¹ • 1 HDMI 2.0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>LAN: ¹ • Integrated Intel® I219LM GbE LOM; ¹ • Intel® Wi-Fi 6E AX211 (2x2) and Bluetooth® 5.2 M.2 combo, vPro®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENTAL</td>
<td>• Operating temperature: 10 to 35°C (50 to 95°F) • Operating humidity: 10 to 90% RH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEARN MORE

For more information on Poly solutions for Zoom Rooms, visit
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